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In this paper, we present a novel vibrotactile rendering algorithm for producing real-time

tactile interactions suitable for virtual reality applications. The algorithm uses an energy

model to produce smooth tactile sensations by continuously recalculating the location of

a phantom actuator that represents a virtual touch point. It also employs syncopations in

its rendered amplitude to produce artificial perceptual anchors that make the rendered

vibrotactile patterns more recognizable. We conducted two studies to compare this

Syncopated Energy algorithm to a standard real-time Grid Region algorithm for rendering

touch patterns at different vibration amplitudes and frequencies. We found that the Grid

Region algorithm afforded better recognition, but that the Syncopated Energy algorithm

was perceived to produce smoother patterns at higher amplitudes. Additionally, we

found that higher amplitudes afforded better recognition while a moderate amplitude

yielded more perceived continuity. We also found that a higher frequency resulted

in better recognition for fine-grained tactile sensations and that frequency can affect

perceived continuity.

Keywords: perceptual anchors, rendering algorithms, vibrotactile feedback, recognition accuracy, virtual reality

INTRODUCTION

The visual and auditory fidelity of virtual reality (VR) systems have dramatically increased with
modern consumer technologies, such as the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive. However, many VR
systems lack a high degree of tactile fidelity (McMahan, 2018). Some VR applications employ
vibrotactile feedback via the handheld controllers, but these tactile stimuli are often rudimentary
due to the limitations of employing a single vibration motor or actuator. Researchers have begun
investigating the use of peripheral devices with multiple actuators, such as grid-based sleeves
(Huisman et al., 2013) and vests with rows of motors (García-Valle et al., 2016), in attempts to
increase the tactile fidelity of real-time interactions.

However, current vibrotactile rendering algorithms are limited in producing high-fidelity tactile
sensations. Region-based algorithms offer low-latency tactile fidelity through real-time interactions
by simply rendering to the actuator that represents the touched region (Huisman et al., 2013;
García-Valle et al., 2016). However, prior research has demonstrated that the resolution of the
mapped regions has a significant effect on the quality of the tactile stimuli perceived (Tang et al.,
2017). Hence, region-based algorithms require greater tactile resolution to afford high-fidelity
tactile stimuli. On the other hand, researchers have demonstrated that apparent tactile motions can
be effective with low-resolution tactile displays (Yanagida et al., 2004). Israr and Poupyrev (2011b)
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specifically developed the Tactile Brush algorithm to provide
smooth, high-fidelity tactile stimuli with grid-based tactile
displays. However, the Tactile Brush algorithm cannot be used to
render real-time interactions because it requires a complete input
pattern before it can compute its four-step process.

In this paper, we discuss the development of a new real-time
vibrotactile rendering algorithm designed to produce smooth,
high-fidelity tactile stimuli. The first iteration of the algorithm
was based on the same energy model that Israr and Poupyrev
(2011b) used to calculate the locations of their phantom
actuators. However, in a preliminary study, we found that users
struggled to accurately recognize tactile patterns rendered by this
Energy algorithm, in comparison to the original Tactile Brush. In
the second iteration of the algorithm, we used syncopations in
the rendered amplitude to produce artificial perceptual anchors,
similar to those created by Cholewiak and Collins (2003).
We found that these syncopations dramatically improved the
recognition quality of the Energy algorithm.

To evaluate the efficacy of our new real-time algorithm,
we conducted two user studies to compare the recognition
accuracy and perceived continuity of our Syncopated Energy
algorithm to a Grid Region algorithm. We evaluated the two
real-time algorithms at three rendered amplitudes for ten tactile
patterns representing five single-finger and five whole-hand
touch interactions on the user’s upper arm. In our first study,
we evaluated amplitudes of 1.40 and 1.74G at a constant
frequency of 175Hz. The results of this study indicated that the
Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better recognition
accuracy than our new Syncopated Energy algorithm. However,
a significant interaction effect of algorithm and amplitude
indicated that the Syncopated Energy algorithm may afford
greater perceived continuity at higher amplitudes. Hence, in
our second study, we evaluated the amplitudes of 1.74 and
2.35G at a constant frequency of 225Hz. Again, the Grid Region
algorithm afforded significantly better recognition accuracy, but
our Syncopated Energy algorithm afforded significantly more
perceived continuity. From the two studies, we also found that
increasing amplitude generally improved recognition accuracies
and that increasing frequency improved recognition accuracies
for the single-finger touch gestures.

RELATED WORK

We review several aspects of prior tactile research below. First,
we discuss the temporal and spatial aspects of tactile stimuli.
We then discuss characteristics specific to vibrotactile stimuli,
which are generated by vibration motors such as linear resonate
actuators (LRAs) and eccentric rotating mass (ERM) motors.
Finally, we discuss prior vibrotactile rendering algorithms that
have been used to convey the sensation of being touched in
VR applications.

Temporal Aspects of Tactile Stimuli
Prior researchers have investigated the temporal aspects of
tactile stimuli, including the durations of individual stimuli, the
intervals between the onsets of stimuli, and the synchronization
of tactile and non-tactile stimuli.

The duration of an individual tactile stimulus has been
found to influence perceived intensity, despite controlling the
amplitude of the stimulus. Bochereau et al. (2014) found
that tactile stimuli are perceived to have greater intensities as
their durations are lengthened. This result is similar to visual
(Baumgardt and Hillmann, 1961; Ekman, 1966) and auditory
(Kryter and Pearsons, 1963; Stévens and Hall, 1966) stimuli being
perceived as having greater intensities with lengthier durations.

The durations of stimuli and the intervals between the onsets
of consecutive stimuli have been found to be the most important
rendering parameters for producing the sensation of apparent
tactile motion (van Erp, 2002). Early research by Sherrick and
Rogers (1966) indicated that acceptable intervals between the
onset of stimuli varied with the durations of the stimuli. If the
intervals were much shorter than the durations, users would
perceive the stimuli to be simultaneous. If the intervals were
approximately equal to the durations, users would perceive the
stimuli to be in succession, as opposed to perceiving motion
between them. Kirman (1974) and Israr and Poupyrev (2011a)
have similarly found that the optimal interval for apparent tactile
motion is dependent upon the durations of the stimuli.

The durations and intervals between stimuli have also
been shown to affect recognition of tactile patterns. Shimizu
(1982) found that increasing the duration of stimuli improved
recognition of characters rendered via a tactile display. While
he did not find an effect of the interval on recognition
accuracy, Shimizu did find that increasing the interval afforded
faster responses for the task. In a similar study focused on
recognizing single-axis directions, Niwa et al. (2009) found that
increasing the durations and intervals between the onset of
stimuli improved recognition.

Another perceptual phenomenon has been successfully
produced by modifying the temporal relationships among tactile
stimuli and spatial gaps between them in order to produce a
perceived single continuous stimulus (Seizova-Cajic and Taylor,
2014; Kaneko et al., 2018). Seizova-Cajic and Taylor (2014) used
two brushes fixed 9 cm apart, moving back and forth along the
forearm, and a 10 cm occluder to demonstrate that the temporal
aspects of two disjoint tactile stimuli can yield a single continuous
percept, overriding the spatial aspects of the stimuli and the gap
between them. Kaneko et al. (2018) have conducted a similar
study using virtual edges on the fingertip. Their research indicates
that the speed with which the gap is traversed between the two
tactile stimuli determines whether the gap is perceived or not.
If the gap is traversed faster than 0.2 s, users perceive the first
stimulus as continuing across the gap, as opposed to the second
stimulus starting at the end of the gap. If the gap is traversed at
the same speed as the stimuli, users clearly perceive the second
stimulus starting at the end of the gap, as opposed to the first
stimulus continuing across the gap.

Another temporal aspect of tactile stimuli that has been
investigated are synchronization effects with non-tactile stimuli.
Kokkinara and Slater (2014) found synchronous visuotactile
stimulations allowed body ownership illusions (i.e., perception
of owning and controlling a virtual body) while asynchronous
visuotactile stimulations broke the illusion. Bekrater-Bodmann
et al. (2014) conducted a similar study on the effects of
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visuotactile synchronicity on body ownership of a virtual limb.
They found that asynchronies of ±300ms did not significantly
diminish the illusion while asynchronies of±600 ms did.

Spatial Aspects of Tactile Stimuli
Researchers have also investigated the spatial aspects of tactile
stimuli, including the spacing between stimuli and where stimuli
are placed on the body.

Greater spacing between stimuli has been shown to improve
users’ ability to localize where a tactile stimulus is being felt. In an
early research study, Rogers (1970) provided evidence that tactile
stimuli spaced 2mm apart on the fingertips were significantly
more difficult to distinguish than stimuli spaced 6mm apart.
Cholewiak and Collins (2003) found similar results in another
localization study. They found that a spacing of 50.8mm afforded
significantly better localization accuracy than a smaller spacing of
25.4mm on the forearm.

Spacing between tactile stimuli has also been shown to affect
the perception of apparent tactile motion. Cha et al. (2008)
found that users were unable to distinguish apparent motion at
20mm spacing. Users could perceive motion at 40 and 60mm.
However, at 80 and 100mm, users felt that the perceived motion
was becoming faint. Niwa et al. (2009) found that users were
more accurate at recognizing single-axis directions with smaller
spacing (four or five tactors spaced evenly around the arm) than
with a larger spacing (three evenly spaced tactors). Similarly,
Tang et al. (2017) found that users preferred touch gestures
rendered at a tactile resolution of one actuation per 12 cm2 over
a lower resolution of one actuation per 36 cm2.

The placement of tactile stimuli on the body has also
been shown to affect perception. Research by Craig and Lyle
(2002) indicates that the highest acuity for spatial tactile
stimuli exists at body sites that are highly innervated and
have dense spacing among receptors. This is not surprising
given the early work of Penfield and Rasmussen (1950),
which yielded the somatosensory homunculus that indicates
some areas of the skin correlate to disproportionately large
areas within the brain. As a result of these differences in
body sites, Israr and Poupyrev (2011a) found that spacing
between stimuli was a significant factor on the forearm, but
not on the user’s back. Even more interestingly, Cholewiak
and Collins (2003) found that users were more accurate at
localizing stimuli at the elbow and wrist than stimuli presented
between the two sites. However, they also demonstrated that
artificial perceptual anchors (e.g., a high-frequency stimulus
among an array of low-frequency stimuli) could be used to
improve localization at ambiguous sites (e.g., middle of the elbow
and wrist).

Vibration Aspects of Vibrotactile Stimuli
There are many types of tactile stimuli: vibrotactile, mechanical
displacement, electrocutaneous, electrovibration, surface
friction, thermoelectric, and pressurized air (LaViola et al.,
2017). However, vibrotactile stimuli are perhaps the most
common considering mobile phones and tablets. Three key
aspects of vibrotactile stimuli are the frequency, amplitude, and
timbre of the vibrations generated. Frequency and amplitude are

known to directly affect the perceived intensity of vibrations (Cha
et al., 2008). Timbre, or the spectral content of the vibrotactile
signal (Rovan and Hayward, 2000), has been shown to affect
the perceived roughness of vibrations (Hoggan et al., 2007;
Strohmeier and Hornbæk, 2017).

Researchers have found mixed effects due to changing the
frequency of vibrotactile stimuli. Over a series of studies,
Cholewiak and Collins (2003) found minimal to no effect
of varying frequency between 100 and 250Hz on localizing
tactile stimuli. Similarly, Israr and Poupyrev (2011a) found
that changing frequency between 200 and 270Hz had no
significant effect on the acceptable intervals of onsets to perceive
tactile motion. However, in another study, Israr and Poupyrev
(2011b) found that a larger range of frequency (150–270Hz)
significantly affected onset thresholds and recommended using
lower frequency vibrations to generate apparent tactile motions.
Hwang et al. (2013) have also found frequency to have a
significant effect on the perceived intensity of vibrotactile stimuli
in a mobile device. For other types of tactile stimuli, frequency
has also been found to significantly affect the recognition of
characters (Rogers, 1970) and heights (Lim et al., 2011).

Researchers have also found the amplitude of vibrotactile
stimuli to have effects on perception. In particular, for perceiving
the apparent tactile motion illusion, Seo and Choi (2010)
found that the perceived intensity of a motion was much more
consistent when the amplitudes of the two neighboring vibration
motors were logarithmically scaled instead of linearly scaled.
Israr and Poupyrev (2011b) used an energy summation model
to control the amplitude of vibrotactile stimuli in their Tactile
Brush algorithm. However, in another study (Israr and Poupyrev,
2011a), they did not find a significant effect of amplitude on the
acceptable intervals of onsets to perceive tactile motions.

Outside of affecting apparent tactile motion, amplitude has
been shown to affect other perceptions. Toda et al. (2013) found
that changing the amplitude of vibrotactile stimuli relative to the
angle of interaction yielded the best ratings for using a virtual
knife device. Hwang et al. (2013) found that increasing amplitude
significantly increases the perceived intensity of the vibrotactile
stimuli. Similarly, increasing amplitude has been shown to
improve localization for mechanical-displacement tactile stimuli
(Rogers, 1970).

Timbre, the quality and waveform of a vibrotactile signal
(Strohmeier and Hornbæk, 2017), has been used to create
tactons, or tactile icons (Brewster and Brown, 2004), and tactile
musical devices (Jack et al., 2015). Early research on timbre
by Rovan and Hayward (2000) found that the range of pure
sine spectrum to a frequency-rich spectrum to a noisy spectrum
is characterized as a continuous transition from smoothness
to roughness. Strohmeier and Hornbæk (2017) found similar
results recently with perceived roughness being associated with
lower timbre than perceived bumpiness. However, with regard
to recognition, Gunther (2001) found that users were able to
differentiate between sine waves and square waves, but were
unable to perceive subtle variations in timbre.

For our research, we chose to investigate frequency and
amplitude, but not timbre, as we focused solely on vibrotactile
stimuli produced by sine wave signals.
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Vibrotactile Rendering Algorithms for VR
As previously discussed, providing tactile sensations for being
touched in VR applications has been historically limited. In turn,
researchers have developed potential solutions like the Tactile
Sleeve for Social Touch (TaSST) (Huisman et al., 2013). However,
how vibrotactile stimuli should be rendered to such tactile devices
is not clear.

For the TaSST, Huisman et al. (2013) used a simple grid
region algorithm, in which the compressions detected by each
Lycra pad of the sleeve’s input grid were directly rendered to the
corresponding region and vibration motor. Yanagida et al. (2004)
used a similar one-to-one approach for rendering alphanumeric
characters to a 3-by-3 grid-based tactile display. However, they
did not use a simple grid for partitioning input regions. They
specifically used an octagon shape for the center region to allow
diagonal strokes to only affect the diagonal motors of the grid-
based tactile display. While both grid region algorithms allow
for real-time rendering of vibrotactile stimuli, neither affords
continuous apparent tactile motion.

On the other hand, the Tactile Brush algorithm, developed by
Israr and Poupyrev (2011b), provides smooth, two-dimensional
apparent tactile motions. The Tactile Brush algorithm uses a
four-step process to produce the apparent tactile motions. First,
phantom actuators are computed along the gridlines based on
the trajectory of the touch input. Second, the timestamps for
each actuator, physical or phantom, are calculated based on the
speed of the input stroke. Third, the durations and intervals
for onsets are calculated to produce apparent tactile motion.
Finally, the logarithmic energy summation model is used to
set the amplitude of each physical actuator for simulating the
phantom actuators. While these steps yield realistic apparent
tactile motions, the Tactile Brush algorithm cannot be used to
render real-time sensations, as the touch input must be complete
before the steps are computed.

NEW VIBROTACTILE RENDERING
ALGORITHMS

Our research goal was to address the lack of a real-time
vibrotactile rendering algorithm capable of producing smooth
tactile motions.

Energy Algorithm
Our initial attempt to create a vibrotactile rendering algorithm
capable of real-time, smooth tactile motion was the “Energy”
algorithm. It was inspired by the energy summation model used
by Israr and Poupyrev (2011b) to create phantom actuators along
the gesture path. In the model, the intensity and position of a
phantom actuator P is determined by setting the amplitudes of
its neighboring physical actuators, AN and AN+1, where β is the
distance between AN and P divided by the distance between AN

and AN+1 :

AN =
√

1− β × P, AN+1 =
√

β × P (1)

Using this same energy model, we developed a real-time
vibrotactile rendering algorithm by applying the model

horizontally and then vertically for any touch point within a
grid-based display. Given a phantom touch point PT , the Energy
algorithm first computes two horizontal phantom actuators
on the grid, PH and PH+1, using (1). Then, for each horizontal
phantom actuator, the Energy algorithm employs (1) again to
calculate how the two neighboring physical actuators on the same
vertical gridline contribute to the horizontal phantom actuator.
Calculated amplitudes are then rendered by modulating the
voltage to the physical vibrotactile actuators. Figure 1 depicts
these horizontal and vertical computations. Note, for touch
points occurring on a vertical gridline, a single horizontal
phantom actuator is calculated.

In a preliminary study, we compared our new Energy
algorithm to the original Tactile Brush algorithm for a tactile
pattern recognition task. In general, participants perceived
smooth motions with both rendering algorithms. However, we
found that participants were significantly better at recognizing
patterns with the Tactile Brush than the Energy algorithm.
Additionally, many participants commented on needing stronger
vibrations with the Energy algorithm to effectively distinguish
patterns. This lack of perceived intensity was likely because
the Energy algorithm gradually increases the amplitude of a
given actuator, as defined by the energy summation model.
However, the Tactile Brush algorithm rapidly changes actuator
amplitudes based on durations and intervals to produce apparent
tactile motions.

While our Energy algorithm can produce real-time, smooth
tactile motions, we considered its lower recognition accuracy and
overall intensity to be major shortcomings. Hence, we set out to
improve upon it.

Syncopated Energy Algorithm
To improve user recognition of tactile patterns rendered
with our Energy algorithm, we further investigated the
concept of perceptual anchors. In early research, Braida
et al. (1984) demonstrated that listeners will better identify

FIGURE 1 | For a given touch point PT , the Energy algorithm first computes

two horizontal phantom actuators, PH and PH+1. The Energy algorithm then

computes how the physical actuators A0,0 and A1,0 contribute to PH and how

A0,1 and A1,1 contribute to PH+1. The color saturation of each actuator

represents its relative amplitude.
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FIGURE 2 | A comparison of the Energy and Syncopated Energy algorithms

for a tactile motion moving from A0,0 through A0,1 and to A0,2. As the motion

passes over the vertical AX,1 gridline, the original Energy algorithm renders a

maximum amplitude stimulus at A0,1. On the other hand, the Syncopated

Energy algorithm drops the amplitude to zero for 30ms and then continues

rendering as normal.

acoustic stimuli associated with the upper and lower extremes
of the relevant range of stimuli. They referred to these
extremities as perceptual anchors. More recently, Cholewiak
and Collins (2003) demonstrated the feasibility of artificial
perceptual anchors by using a high-frequency stimulus presented
among an array of lower-frequency stimuli to improve
localization at ambiguous sites, such as the middle of the
forearm. Considering this, we decided to investigate artificial
perceptual anchors.

Though Cholewiak and Collins (2003) used frequency to
create artificial perceptual anchors, we decided to investigate
amplitude-based perceptual anchors instead. As discussed
in section Vibration aspects of vibrotactile stimuli, previous
research studies have demonstrated mixed effects for frequency
(Cholewiak and Collins, 2003; Israr and Poupyrev, 2011a,b;
Hwang et al., 2013). However, several researchers have
demonstrated the significant effects of amplitude on vibrotactile
perceptions (Seo and Choi, 2010; Israr and Poupyrev, 2011b;
Hwang et al., 2013; Toda et al., 2013). In particular, increasing
amplitude has been shown to increase perceived intensity
(Hwang et al., 2013), which was noticeably lacking in our
preliminary study of the Energy algorithm.

One approach to creating artificial perceptual anchors would
be to simply increase the amplitude of a tactile motion at
predefined points or intersections. But, increasing amplitude
is not feasible with low-amplitude vibration motors, like the
LRAs found in most mobile devices. To afford a perceivable
increase in amplitude, these low-amplitude actuators would need
to be used at even lower amplitudes, which would degrade
the overall quality of the tactile patterns rendered. However,
if near-maximum amplitudes were generally used to render
tactile patterns, then decreases in amplitude could be used to
create artificial perceptual anchors. This was the insight of our
“Syncopated Energy” algorithm.

Our Syncopated Energy algorithm essentially creates artificial
perceptual anchors at the gridlines of a grid-based vibrotactile
display. When a tactile pattern crosses a new gridline, the
Syncopated Energy algorithm reduces the amplitude of the
contributing vibrotactile actuators to zero for 30ms. Before and
after this 30ms syncopation, the Syncopated Energy algorithm
uses the same logarithmic amplitudes as the Energy algorithm
for rendering tactile patterns using (1). Figure 2 shows how
the Syncopated Energy algorithm differs from the original
Energy algorithm.

We chose to use 30ms for the syncopation window based
on empirical results from a small pilot study involving three
participants. It was the minimal temporal delay that all of the
participants could distinguish the Syncopated Energy algorithm
from the Energy algorithm.We chose to use this minimal delay to
best conserve the tactile motion aspects of the Energy algorithm.

We also incorporated a render history into the Syncopated
Energy algorithm to avoid creating too many syncopations.
When the Syncopated Energy algorithm renders a syncopation
for a gridline, that gridline is added to the render history. After
300ms in the history, the gridline is removed. Whenever a tactile
pattern crosses a gridline, the Syncopated Energy algorithm will
not render the syncopation if the gridline is already in the
render history. Instead, it renews the 300ms lifetime of the
gridline to remain in the history. This is why syncopations are
not continuously rendered as the tactile pattern depicted in
Figure 2 moves along the A0,X gridline. Furthermore, to avoid
back-to-back syncopations when a tactile pattern crosses near the
intersection of two gridlines, the Syncopated Energy algorithm
does not render a syncopation if one has been rendered in the
last 300ms. Instead, it renews or adds the encountered gridline
to the render history.

EXPERIMENT I

Having created the Syncopated Energy algorithm, which can
render smooth tactile motions, we decided to evaluate the efficacy
of our new real-time algorithm by comparing it to the common
grid region algorithms used in prior real-time vibrotactile
rendering applications (Yanagida et al., 2004; Huisman et al.,
2013). To assess the efficacy of the Syncopated Energy algorithm’s
smooth tactile motions, we investigated the recognition accuracy
and perceived continuity afforded by both algorithms for ten
tactile patterns. Because we designed the Syncopated Energy
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FIGURE 3 | The Grid Region algorithm used in our experiments. (A) For a given touch point PT , the algorithm renders to the actuator representing PT ’s region, which

is A0,2. (B) Our Grid Region algorithm implementation solves ambiguities by rendering to the previous frame’s actuator, which again is A0,2. (C) Our Grid Region

algorithm begins rendering to a new actuator, A1,1 in this case, when the touch input is no longer ambiguous.

algorithm to leverage amplitude, we also investigated whether
the amplitude that the algorithms were rendered at affected their
recognition accuracies and perceived continuities.

Grid Region Algorithm
For comparison purposes, we implemented a Grid Region
algorithm. Like prior region algorithms (Yanagida et al., 2004;
Huisman et al., 2013), our Grid Region algorithm is capable of
real-time vibrotactile rendering. When an input touch point is
detected within a region of the grid-based vibrotactile display, the
algorithm activates the vibration motor within that region (see
Figure 3A). This algorithm is seemingly simple, however, we had
to decide how to handle ambiguities caused by the input touch
point residing withinmultiple regions at once. This is particularly
relevant for tactile patterns with diagonal motions. Yanagida et al.
(2004) used an octagon shape for the center region to resolve
these diagonal ambiguities. However, such an octagon shape
results in the center region representing a larger area compared
to the other regions, and in turn, the center vibration motor is
activated more often. To maintain equal representation of each
region, but to address the issue of ambiguous input at region
boundaries, we opted to continue activating the vibration motor
rendered to in the previous input frame when multiple regions
receive touch input, even if the previously rendered region is
not included (see Figure 3B). Once the touch input is clearly
identified within a new region, our Grid Region algorithm begins
rendering to the new vibration motor (see Figure 3C).

Tactile Pattern Recognition Task
For our experiment, we used a tactile pattern recognition task
similar to prior tactile studies (Rogers, 1970; Shimizu, 1982;
Yanagida et al., 2004; Niwa et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2011). For
each task trial, a spatiotemporal tactile pattern was rendered to
a tactile sleeve display worn on the participant’s upper left arm.
We selected a total of ten spatiotemporal tactile patterns for the
experiment from previous studies (Yanagida et al., 2004; Niwa
et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2017). We chose five single-finger touch

gestures to assess fine-grained tactile sensations and five whole-
hand touch gestures to assess broad-stroked tactile sensations.

The five single-finger touch gestures were: (a) a downward
stroke from the shoulder to the elbow, (b) a stroke drawing a
circle on the upper arm, (c) a stroke drawing the letter “Z,” (d)
two strokes drawing the letter “X,” and (e) two strokes drawing
the symbol “+.” Figure 4 depicts how each of these single-finger
touch gestures were rendered differently by the Grid Region
and Syncopated Energy algorithms. However, both algorithms
rendered the gestures within the same period: (a) 1,600ms, (b)
4,800ms, (c) 3,600ms, (d) 3,000ms, and 3,000ms, relatively. For
the last three gestures, the new strokes immediately followed the
previous stroke (i.e., an interval of 0ms between strokes).

The five whole-hand touch gestures were: (a) a downward
stroke from the shoulder to the elbow, (b) a repetitive stroking
between the shoulder and elbow, (c) a backward stroke across
the middle of the upper arm, (d) a repetitive stroking across the
middle between front and back, and (e) three pats on the middle
of the upper arm. Figure 5 depicts how each of these whole-hand
touch gestures were rendered differently by the two algorithms.
However, again, both algorithms rendered the gestures within
the same period: (a) 1,600ms, (b) 4,800ms, (c) 1,600ms, (d)
4,800ms, and 1,200ms, respectively.

Vibrotactile Sleeve Displays
To render our tactile patterns, we developed arm-based
vibrotactile sleeve displays similar to the one created by Tang
et al. (2014). Each of our vibrotactile displays consisted of a 3-
by-3 grid of actuators sewn onto an elastic McDavid compression
arm sleeve. We created small, medium, and large versions of
the sleeve display to accommodate users with different-sized
arms. The vertical spacing of the actuators was 6 cm for all three
sizes while the horizontal spacing was 4 cm for the small, 5 cm
for the medium, and 6 cm for the large sleeve. However, when
worn, the horizontal spacing changes relative to the user’s arm
size. For example, the medium sleeve would expand to 6 cm
on average, which yielded one actuation per 36 cm2, in terms
of spatial resolution (Pasquero and Hayward, 2003). Finally,
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FIGURE 4 | The single-finger touch gestures rendered in our first experiment

by the Grid Region and Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines

indicate actuators that will be activated at some point during the gesture. The

color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude for the given

touch point PT along the gesture path. Small white circles, usually centered

over actuators, represent syncopation points. (A) The downward single-finger

gesture. (B) The circle gesture. (C) The “Z” gesture. (D) The “X” gesture. (E)

The “+” gesture.

FIGURE 5 | The whole-hand touch gestures rendered in our first experiment

by the Grid Region and Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines

indicate actuators that will be activated at some point during the gesture. The

color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude for the

closest given touch point PT . Small white circles, usually centered over

actuators, represent syncopation points. (A) The downward whole-hand

gesture. (B) The repetitive downward-upward gesture. (C) The backward hand

gesture. (D) The repetitive backward-forward hand gesture. (E) The repetitive

whole-hand pat.
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because McDavid sleeves are designed to cover the forearm
and upper arm, we cut off the forearm portion to increase
comfortability (see Figure 6).

We used an ArduinoMega 2560 microcontroller to render the
vibrotactile patterns to each display. The Mega 2560 interfaces
with a computer via a serial port with a USB cable and can be
controlled from most applications. We used nine of the Mega
2560’s PWM outputs and nine FAH4830 haptic drivers from
Fairchild Semiconductor International to drive the vibrotactile
actuators. We also had to use an external battery with an output
of 5V and 2A, distributed via a bus, to power the drivers, because
the Mega 2560 could not provide the required power.

For each actuator, we stacked and glued together two C10-
100 LRAs manufactured by Precision Microdrives. We split the
signal coming from each haptic driver to ensure that both LRAs
would vibrate at the exact same time. We used two LRAs to
investigate higher amplitudes for our experiment. Per Precision
Microdrives, a single C10-100 affords an amplitude of 1.40G
and a resonant frequency of 175Hz. Using an accelerometer
and the vibration measurement method described by Precision
Microdrives (2014), we determined that sending an intensity

FIGURE 6 | The vibrotactile sleeve displays used in our experiments. Small,

medium, and large versions were created to accommodate users with

different-sized arms. (A) One of the C10-100 sleeves used in our first

experiment. (B) One of the C-3 sleeves used in our second experiment.

FIGURE 7 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by algorithm and single-finger tactile pattern.

signal of 0.67 to both LRAs produced the same amplitude of
1.40G. We chose to use this amplitude to represent using a single
LRA instead of our stacked dual LRAs. Using the same method,
we also determined that sending a maximum intensity signal of
1.00 to both LRAs produced a maximum amplitude of 1.74 G.

Independent and Dependent Variables
For our experiment, we had three independent variables: the
real-time tactile rendering algorithm (Grid Region or Syncopated
Energy), the rendered amplitude (1.40 or 1.74G), and the
vibrotactile pattern rendered (one of the five single-finger or five
whole-hand touch gestures). We varied all these independent
variables with subject. We also used two trials for each condition.
Hence, each participant evaluated a total of 80 vibrotactile
patterns (2 algorithms× 2 amplitudes× 10 gestures× 2 trials).

For our experiment, we had two dependent variables: the
tactile pattern recognition accuracy and a continuity rating.
Recognition accuracy was calculated as the percentage of the
correctly recognized patterns compared to the total evaluated
patterns, similar to Yanagida et al. (2004). Continuity ratings
were collected for each evaluated pattern, similar to the subjective
measures used by Israr and Poupyrev (2011a). For each pattern,
participants had to rate the perceived continuity of the pattern
from “1 (Not continuous)” to “5 (Very continuous).”

Research Questions and Hypotheses
For our experiment, we had four research questions.

IQ1. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords the

greater recognition accuracy? IH1a. Due to its smooth
motions but distinguishing syncopations, we hypothesized
that our new Syncopated Energy algorithm would yield better
recognition accuracy than the Grid Region algorithm for
single-finger tactile gestures. IH1b. However, we hypothesized
that there would not be a significant difference between the
two for the whole-hand gestures, due to the gestures’ large
distinguishing motions.
IQ2. Which rendered amplitude affords the greater

recognition accuracy? IH2. Given prior research results
indicating that increased amplitude improves perception
(Rogers, 1970; Seo and Choi, 2010; Israr and Poupyrev, 2011b;
Hwang et al., 2013; Toda et al., 2013), we hypothesized that the
higher amplitude of 1.74G would afford significantly better
recognition accuracies than the lower 1.40G amplitude, for
both single-finger and whole-hand tactile gestures.
IQ3. Which real-time rendering algorithm produces tactile

gestures with the greater perceived continuity? IH3. We
hypothesized that our Syncopated Energy algorithm would
produce themore continuous tactile gestures due to its smooth
motions and underlying energy model.
IQ4. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures

with the greater perceived continuity? IH4. Again, given
prior research results indicating that increased amplitude
improves perception, we hypothesized that the higher
amplitude of 1.74G would afford significantly greater
perceived continuity than the lower amplitude.
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Procedure
The following procedure was approved by the University of Texas
at Dallas Institutional Review Board (IRB).

After giving informed consent, participants were given a
background survey to collect general demographic information
(e.g., gender, dominant hand, arm size, etc.). Each participant
was then presented with a graphical user interface that displayed
a video and an icon for each of the ten touch gestures, to train
the participant on what touch gesture each tactile pattern icon
represented. The participant was then presented with a second
user interface that played the ten touch gesture videos in a
random order, and for each video, the participant had to select
which of the ten icons represented that video. An incorrect
response would result in the video being played again at the end
of the queue until the participant had chosen the correct icon for
each gesture video.

After being trained and tested on understanding what touch
gesture each tactile pattern icon represented, each participant was
provided the tactile sleeve display that best matched their arm
size measured during the background survey. At this time, the
experimenter would verify that the center column of actuators
(AX,1) was aligned with the center of the exterior of the left

FIGURE 8 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by algorithm and whole-hand tactile pattern.

FIGURE 9 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by amplitude and single-finger tactile pattern.

upper arm to ensure proper placement. Note, we chose the left
arm, as opposed to the non-dominant or dominant arm, to avoid
ambiguities between the tactile pattern icons and the rendered
vibrotactile patterns. Additionally, we chose the left arm over the
right to allow easier control of the mouse for most participants,
as most users are right handed.

With the tactile sleeve display properly donned, the
participant was then presented with another graphical user
interface for the tactile pattern recognition task. For each trial,
the participant could have the vibrotactile pattern rendered
to the sleeve display one time by pressing the “Play Gesture”
icon. Each pattern could only be played once. Once played,
the participant would choose which of the ten icons best
represented the perceived vibrotactile pattern. If the participant
was unsure, the participant could choose a “?” icon. After
completing the recognition task, the user interface would ask the
participant to “Please rate the continuity of the tactile feedback
from 1 to 5:” with the anchors “1 (Not continuous)” and “5
(Very continuous).” The 80 tactile patterns were randomly
presented for each participant to avoid potential effects of
presentation order.

After completing the 80 recognition trials, the participants
were given an exit questionnaire regarding the tactile sleeve
display. The questionnaire addressed potential issues relating
to discomfort, device weight, excessive pressure, and slippage.
Finally, the questionnaire asked participants to provide any
additional comments.

Participants
We recruited 29 unpaid participants (27 males, 2 females)
through university listservs for our experiment. The age range
of the participants was 18–41 years old with a mean age
of 23.2 years. Only one of the participants was left handed.
Hence, most of the participants wore the tactile sleeve display
on his or her non-dominant arm. Two of the participants
reported discomfort on their exit questionnaires. However, these
participants had above-average recognition accuracies, indicating
that they most likely did not suffer any form of numbness due
to discomfort.

RESULTS

Recognition Accuracy
For recognition accuracy, we conducted a three-way (algorithm,
amplitude, gesture) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity
indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated and
the data set passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. We did
not find a significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm,
amplitude, and gesture on recognition accuracy, F(9, 252) =

0.762, p = 0.652. Similarly, we did not find a significant
two-way interaction for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 28) =

1.787, p = 0.192. However, we did find a significant two-way
interaction effect for algorithm and gesture, F(9, 252) = 2.257, p
= 0.019. The Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better
recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm
for the downward single-finger stroke and “Z” gestures (see
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Figure 7). Additionally, the Grid Region algorithm afforded
significantly better recognition accuracy for the downward,
backward, and repetitive backward-forward whole-hand gestures
(see Figure 8).

We also found a significant two-way interaction effect for
amplitude and gesture, F(9, 252) = 3.927, p < 0.001. The higher
amplitude of 1.74G yielded significantly better recognition
accuracy for all single-finger gestures (see Figure 9) and all
whole-hand gestures except for the repetitive pat (see Figure 10).

We also found a significant main effect for algorithm on
recognition accuracy, F(1, 28) = 19.297, p < 0.001. Overall,
the Grid Region algorithm (M = 55.3%, SE = 3.0%) afforded
significantly better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated
Energy algorithm (M = 47.2%, SE = 2.6%). We also found a
significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 28) = 82.402, p < 0.001.
Overall, the higher amplitude (M = 61.5%, SE = 3.1%) afforded
significantly better accuracy than the lower amplitude (M =

41.0%, SE= 2.7%).

Perceived Continuity
For perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way (algorithm,
amplitude, gesture) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Degrees of freedom
were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity
becauseMauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that sphericity had
been violated. We did find a significant three-way interaction
effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on continuity ratings,
F(6.094, 170.637) = 2.327, p = 0.034. Tukey’s post hoc tests were
used to determine which pairs of conditions were significantly
different. At the lower amplitude, the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms were not significantly different for
any of the tactile patterns. However, the Grid Region had the
higher mean continuity rating for seven of the ten gestures. At
the higher amplitude, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 4.034,
SE = 0.213) received significantly higher continuity ratings than
the Syncopated Energy (M = 3.707, SE = 0.214) algorithm for
the repetitive backward-forward whole-hand gesture, but the
Syncopated Energy algorithm (M = 3.448, SE = 0.139) received
significantly higher continuity ratings for the “Z” gesture than
the Grid Region algorithm (M = 3.052, SE = 0.143) did. Also at
the higher amplitude, the Syncopated Energy algorithm had the
higher mean continuity for six of the ten gestures.

We found a significant two-way interaction effect for
algorithm and amplitude on perceived continuity, F(1, 28) =

6.991, p = 0.013. At the low amplitude, the Syncopated Energy
algorithm (M = 2.991, SE = 0.092) received lower continuity
ratings than the Grid Region algorithm (M= 3.091, SE= 0.100).
At the higher amplitude, the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M
= 3.460, SE = 0.108) received higher continuity ratings than the
Grid Region algorithm (M= 3.403, SE= 0.134), which were also
significantly higher than either algorithm at the lower amplitude.

We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for
algorithm and gesture for perceived continuity, F(5.349, 149.772)
= 0.727, p = 0.614. However, we did find a significant two-
way interaction for amplitude and gesture, F(6.172, 172.816) =

3.494, p = 0.002. For all the single-finger gestures, the higher

amplitude resulted in significantly higher continuity ratings
than the lower amplitude (see Figure 11). Similarly, the higher
amplitude resulted in significantly higher continuity ratings
for the downward, repetitive downward-upward, and repetitive
backward-forward whole-hand gestures (see Figure 12).

We did not find a significant main effect for algorithm on
perceived continuity, F(1, 28) = 0.075, p = 0.787. We did find a
significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 28) = 27.811, p < 0.001.
Overall, the higher amplitude (M = 3.432, SE = 0.117) afforded
significantly better continuity than the lower amplitude (M =

3.036, SE= 0.091).

EXPERIMENT II

The results of our first experiment indicated that the Grid Region
algorithm afforded better recognition than the Syncopated
Energy algorithm, but that at higher amplitudes, the Syncopated
Energy algorithm may afford better perceived continuity.
Additionally, our results indicated that higher amplitude is better
overall for both recognition accuracy and perceived continuity.

To investigate whether the Syncopated Energy algorithm
affords better perceived continuity at higher amplitudes, and to
assess whether increasing amplitude at higher values continues
to yield better accuracy and continuity, we decided to reconduct
our first experiment using a higher maximum amplitude (2.35G
instead of 1.74G) by utilizing a higher-amplitude actuator (a
C-3 tactor by Engineering Acoustics instead of the C10-100 by
Precision Microdrives).

In order to make comparisons between the two studies,
we kept 1.74G as the second experiment’s lower-amplitude
condition. To produce both amplitudes (1.74 and 2.35G) with
the new C-3 tactor, we used a frequency of 225Hz (as opposed
to the previous 175Hz). This also allowed us to investigate the
effects of frequency between the two experiments.

Finally, because we found no significant differences for the pat
gesture, for either recognition accuracy or perceived continuity,
we decided to replace the whole-hand touch gesture with an
“A” gesture, a single-finger gesture similar in complexity to the
“Z” gesture.

Vibrotactile Sleeve Displays
For our second experiment, we used vibrotactile sleeve displays
very similar to those used in the first experiment (e.g.,
compression arm sleeve, same tactile resolution, Arduino Mega
2560 microcontroller with FAH4830 haptic drivers, and the same
battery power). The only difference between the experiments was
our vibrotactile actuators. For the second experiment, we used
a single C-3 tactor by Engineering Acoustics for each actuator.
Using the same vibration measurement method as the first
experiment, we achieved a 1.74G amplitude with the C-3 tactor
using a frequency of 225Hz. Maintaining the same frequency,
we were able to achieve a maximum amplitude of 2.35G using
the C-3 tactor. Figure 6B depicts one of the C-3 vibrotactile
sleeve displays.
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Independent and Dependent Variables
For our second experiment, we again had three independent
variables: the real-time tactile rendering algorithm (Grid Region
or Syncopated Energy), the rendered amplitude (1.74 or 2.35G),
and the vibrotactile pattern rendered (one of the six single-
finger or four whole-hand touch gestures). We varied all these
independent variables with subject. We also used two trials for
each condition. Hence, each participant evaluated a total of 80
vibrotactile patterns (2 algorithms × 2 amplitudes × 10 gestures
× 2 trials). Again, we had two dependent variables: the tactile
pattern recognition accuracy and a continuity rating.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
For our experiment, we had six research questions.

IIQ1. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords the

greater recognition accuracy? IIH1. Given our previous
results, we hypothesized that the Grid Region algorithmwould
yield better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy
algorithm at both amplitudes.
IIQ2. Which rendered amplitude affords the greater

recognition accuracy? IIH2. Given the results of our first
experiment, we hypothesized that the higher amplitude of
2.35G would afford significantly better recognition accuracies
than the lower 1.74G amplitude, for both single-finger and
whole-hand touch gestures.
IIQ3.Which real-time rendering algorithm produces tactile

gestures with the greater perceived continuity? IIH3. Given
the previous interaction effect, we hypothesized that the
Syncopated Energy algorithm would produce the more
continuous tactile gestures at the higher amplitude of 2.35 G.
IIQ4. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures

with the greater perceived continuity? IIH4. Given our first
results, we hypothesized that the higher amplitude of 2.35G
would afford significantly greater perceived continuity than
the lower amplitude.
IIQ5. Which rendered frequency affords the greater

recognition accuracy? IIH5. Given prior research
(Cholewiak and Collins, 2003; Israr and Poupyrev, 2011a), we
hypothesized that the small change in frequency between our
first and second experiment (175 and 225Hz) would not yield
significant changes in recognition accuracy.
IIQ6. Which rendered frequency produces tactile gestures

with the greater perceived continuity? IIH6. Again,
given prior research, we hypothesized that the small
change in frequency would not yield significant changes in
perceived continuity.

Procedure
For our second experiment, we followed the same procedure
as our first experiment with icons for the new single-finger “A”
gesture (see section Procedure).

Participants
We recruited 30 unpaid participants (23 males, 7 females)
through university listservs for our second experiment. The age
range of the participants was 18–60 years old with a mean
age of 21.9 years. All of the participants were right handed.

FIGURE 10 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by amplitude and whole-hand tactile pattern.

FIGURE 11 | Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by amplitude and single-finger tactile pattern.

Hence, all of the participants wore the tactile sleeve on his
or her non-dominant arm. Five of the participants reported
discomfort on their exit questionnaires. However, all of these
participants had above-average recognition accuracies, indicating
that they most likely did not suffer any form of numbness due
to discomfort.

RESULTS

Recognition Accuracy
For recognition accuracy, we conducted a three-way (algorithm,
amplitude, gesture) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity
indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated and
the data set passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. We did
not find a significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm,
amplitude, and gesture on recognition accuracy, F(9, 261) = 1.323,
p = 0.225. Similarly, we did not find a significant two-way
interaction for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 29) = 0.931, p
= 0.343. Unlike the previous experiment, we did not find a
significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and gesture,
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FIGURE 12 | Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error

bars) in our first experiment by amplitude and whole-hand tactile pattern.

F(9, 261) = 1.109, p= 0.356.We also did not find a significant two-
way interaction effect for amplitude and gesture, F(9, 261) = 1.198,
p= 0.297.

We did find a significant main effect for algorithm on
recognition accuracy, F(1, 29) = 32.826, p < 0.001. Overall,
the Grid Region algorithm (M = 81.1%, SE = 2.7%) afforded
significantly better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated
Energy algorithm (M = 73.3%, SE = 2.8%). We also found a
significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 29) = 11.903, p= 0.002.
Overall, the higher amplitude of 2.35G afforded significantly
better accuracy (M = 80.8%, SE = 2.4%) than the lower
amplitude of 1.74G (M= 73.6%, SE= 3.3%).

Perceived Continuity
For perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way (algorithm,
amplitude, gesture) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity
indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated.
We did not find a significant three-way interaction effect for
algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on continuity ratings, F(9, 261)
= 0.754, p= 0.659. We did find a significant two-way interaction
effect for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 29) = 6.999, p = 0.013.
Tukey’s post hoc tests revealed that the Syncopated Energy
algorithm (M = 3.498, SE = 0.139) received significantly higher
continuity ratings than the Grid Region algorithm (M = 2.991,
SE = 0.137) for the 1.74G amplitude condition. Additionally,
the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M = 3.340, SE = 0.126)
was significantly better than the Grid Region algorithm (M =

3.003, SE = 0.170) for the 2.35G amplitude condition. The
interaction effect is due to the Grid Region’s perceived continuity
slightly improving in the higher amplitude condition while the
Syncopated Energy algorithm received lower continuity ratings
at the higher amplitude.

We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for
algorithm and gesture for perceived continuity, F(9, 261) = 1.268,
p= 0.254. However, we did find a significant interaction effect for
amplitude and gesture, F(9, 261) = 2.660, p= 0.006. For the circle
gesture, the higher amplitude of 2.35G resulted in less perceived
continuity than the lower amplitude of 1.74G (see Figure 13).

For all other single-finger gestures and all whole-hand gestures,
there were no significant differences between the two amplitudes
for perceived continuity.

Cross-Study Results
Both of our experiments included 1.74G as an amplitude
condition, but at two different frequencies (175Hz in the first
experiment and 225Hz in the second experiment). Using these
conditions, we were able to conduct a cross-study analysis to
determine the effects and potential interactions of frequency.

Cross-Study Recognition Accuracy
To determine the effects of frequency on recognition accuracy,
independent of amplitude, we conducted a three-way (algorithm,
frequency, gesture) ANOVA at a 95% confidence level, using
the same-amplitude data from our first experiment and this
experiment. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the
assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a
significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm, frequency,
and gesture, though there was a trend, F(8, 224) = 1.923, p =

0.058. We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect
for algorithm and frequency, F(1, 28) = 0.009, p = 0.925. We also
did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm
and gesture, F(8, 224) = 0.765, p= 0.634.

We did find a significant two-way interaction effect for
frequency and gesture, F(8, 224) = 4.741, p < 0.001. The higher
225Hz frequency of the C-3 tactor afforded significantly better
recognition accuracy than the lower 175Hz frequency of the
C10–100 motors for all single-finger tactile patterns, except
for the circle gesture (see Figure 14). Additionally, the 225Hz
frequency afforded significantly better recognition accuracy for
the repetitive downward-upward gesture (see Figure 15).

We again found a significant main effect for algorithm on
the cross-study recognition accuracy, F(1, 28) = 10.790, p =

0.003. Again, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 70.0%, SE =

2.1%) afforded significantly better recognition accuracy than the
Syncopated Energy algorithm (M= 63.7%, SE= 2.2%).

Cross-Study Perceived Continuity
To determine the effects of frequency on perceived continuity, we
conducted a three-way (algorithm, frequency, gesture) ANOVA
at a 95% confidence level, using the same-amplitude data
from our previous experiment and this experiment. Degrees of
freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of
sphericity because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that
sphericity had been violated. We did find a significant three-
way interaction effect for algorithm, frequency, and gesture on
continuity ratings, F(5.960, 166.868) = 2.376, p= 0.032. Tukey’s post
hoc tests identified 11 pairs of conditions that were significantly
different for specific gestures. Six of the pairs differed in
algorithm only. At 225Hz, the Syncopated Energy algorithm
yielded significantly higher continuity ratings for the “Z” gesture,
the repetitive downward-upward gesture, the backward hand
gesture, and the repetitive backward-forward hand gesture. It
also yielded significantly more continuity for the “Z” gesture at
175Hz. The Grid Region algorithm yielded significantly better
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FIGURE 13 | Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) in our second experiment by amplitude and single-finger tactile pattern.

FIGURE 14 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) between our experiments by frequency and single-finger tactile pattern.

continuity for only the repetitive backward-forward hand gesture
at 175 Hz.

Two of the 11 pairs differed in frequency only. The lower
frequency of 175Hz yielded significantly better continuity ratings
for the Grid Region algorithm for the circle and repetitive
backward-forward hand gestures. Three of the 11 pairs differed in
both algorithm and frequency. The Syncopated Energy algorithm
received significantly better continuity scores for the “Z” gesture
at 225Hz than the Grid Region algorithm at 175Hz and for the
“X” and cross gestures at 175Hz than the Grid Region at 225 Hz.

DISCUSSION

Grid Region Affords Better Recognition
Based on the results of both our experiments, we have found
that the Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better
recognition of the rendered tactile patterns than our Syncopated
Energy algorithm. In our first experiment, we found that the
Grid Region algorithm yielded significantly better recognition for
two of the five single-finger gestures and three of the five whole-
hand gestures, which disproved our IH1a and IH1b hypotheses.

FIGURE 15 | Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error

bars) between our experiments by frequency and whole-hand tactile pattern.

In our second experiment, we found the significant main effect
that the Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better
recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm,
which supported our IIH1 hypothesis. In general, we recommend
using our variant of the Grid Region algorithm (see section Grid
Region Algorithm) when recognition accuracy is most important
for real-time tactile interactions.

Syncopated Energy Affords More
Continuity at Higher Amplitudes
We have found that the Syncopated Energy algorithm afforded
significantly better perceived continuity than the Grid Region
algorithm, especially at higher rendered amplitudes. In our first
experiment, we found a significant two-way interaction effect for
algorithm and amplitude with the Syncopated Energy algorithm
receiving the lowest continuity ratings at the lower amplitude of
1.40G and the highest continuity ratings at the higher amplitude
of 1.74G. This result neither supported nor disproved our
IH3 hypothesis that the Syncopated Energy algorithm would
produce the more continuous tactile gestures. However, in
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our second experiment, we found that the Syncopated Energy
algorithm afforded significantly more continuity than the Grid
Region algorithm for both amplitude conditions. This result
supported our IIH3 hypothesis. Hence, we recommend using our
Syncopated Energy algorithm when perceived continuity is most
important and higher amplitude and frequency can be used.

Higher Amplitude Affords Better
Recognition
In both experiments, we found that the higher amplitude afforded
significantly better recognition accuracy. In our first experiment,
the higher amplitude of 1.74G afforded significantly better
recognition accuracies than the lower amplitude of 1.40G for all
gestures except the repetitive pat. This result supported our IH2
hypothesis that the higher amplitude would afford significantly
better recognition accuracies. In our second experiment, we
found a significant main effect for amplitude, with the higher
amplitude of 2.35G yielding significantly better accuracies than
the lower amplitude of 1.74G, which supported our IIH2
hypothesis. Therefore, we recommend using higher amplitudes
when possible to improve tactile pattern recognition.

Moderate Amplitude Affords More
Continuity
As for recognition accuracies, we found that the moderate
amplitude of 1.74G afforded significantly more perceived
continuity in both experiments. In our first experiment, the
amplitude of 1.74G afforded significantly more continuity than
the lower amplitude of 1.40G for all the single-finger touch
gestures and three of the five whole-hand gestures. This result
supported our IH4 hypothesis that increased amplitude would
afford significantly greater perceived continuity. However, in our
second experiment, the highest amplitude of 2.35G resulted in
less perceived continuity for the circle gesture than the moderate
amplitude of 1.74G. For all other gestures, the two amplitudes
were not significantly different. This result disproved our IIH4
hypothesis that the highest amplitude would afford significantly
greater perceived continuity. Hence, we believe that, while low
amplitude can result in lower perceived continuity, a high
amplitude can have diminishing or even negative returns, in
terms of continuity.

Higher Frequency Affords Better
Recognition for Single-Finger Touch
Gestures
Based on our analysis of the 1.74G at 175Hz conditions from our
first experiment and the 1.74G at 225Hz conditions from our
second experiment, we found that the higher frequency afforded
significantly better recognition accuracies for all of the single-
finger touch gestures except for the circle gesture. The higher
frequency also afforded significantly better recognitions for the
repetitive downward-upward gesture. These results disprove our
IIH5 hypothesis that the small change in frequency between
our experiments would not yield significant differences. While
more research needs to be conducted to investigate the effects
of frequency and its interactions with amplitude, we recommend

using higher frequencies when recognition of fine tactile patterns
is important.

Frequency Can Affect Perceived Continuity
Based on our cross-study analysis, we found that frequency can
significantly affect the perceived continuity of a tactile pattern.
Specifically, we found that the lower frequency of 175Hz yielded
significantly better continuity ratings than the higher frequency
of 225Hz for the circle and repetitive backward-forward gestures
when employing the Grid Region algorithm. Frequency also
interacted with the Syncopated Energy algorithm at 225Hz to
produce more continuity than the Grid Region algorithm at
175Hz for the “Z” gesture and with the Syncopated Energy
algorithm at 175Hz to produce more continuity than the Grid
Region algorithm at 225Hz for the “X” and cross gestures. These
results disprove our IIH6 hypothesis that the small change in
frequency would not yield significant differences in perceived
continuity. While the current experiments provide evidence that
frequency can affect perceived continuity, it is unclear whether
higher frequency will result in less or more perceived continuity.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented the Syncopated Energy
algorithm, a novel vibrotactile rendering approach for producing
real-time tactile interactions suitable for VR applications. The
Syncopated Energy algorithm employs syncopations in its
rendered amplitude to create artificial perceptual anchors and
an energy model to simultaneously produce smooth tactile
sensations. To evaluate the efficacy of our new algorithm, we
conducted two studies comparing the recognition accuracy and
perceived continuity of the Syncopated Energy algorithm to a
traditional Grid Region algorithm for ten tactile patterns. The
results of our studies indicate that the Grid Region algorithm
affords significantly better recognition than our new Syncopated
Energy algorithm. However, the Syncopated Energy algorithm
was perceived to produce more-continuous tactile motions at
higher amplitudes.

Another major result of our study was that tactile patterns
are better recognized at a higher rendered amplitude though a
moderate amplitude resulted in the best perceived continuity.
Additionally, we found a significant interaction between the
amplitude and the rendering algorithms for perceived continuity.
These results have raised several research questions regarding
whether higher amplitude is always better, if the benefits
of amplitude have a plateau, and if rendering at very high
amplitudes may have negative consequences.

Finally, our studies have also indicated that a higher
frequency yielded better recognition accuracies for single-
finger touch gestures. We also found that frequency can
affect perceived continuity, based on the results of our
two studies.
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